Abstract. Assertional methods tend to be useable for abstract, coarse-grained versions of concurrent algorithms, but quickly become intractable for more realistic, ner-grained implementations. Various trace-reduction methods have been proposed to transfer properties of coarse-grained versions to ner-grained versions. We show that a more direct approach, involving the explicit construction of an (inductive) invariant for the ner-grained version, is theoretically more powerful, and also more appropriate for computer-aided veri cation.
Introduction
Recents improvements in methods and tools for testing the validity of propositional and predicate logic formulas have revived the interest in assertional methods for concurrent system veri cation. Indeed, at least as far as safety properties are concerned, Hoare's logic and Dijkstra's predicate transformer calculus reduce the correctness problem for programs to the validity problem for logical formulas.
However, as soon as loops occur in programs, creativity is needed to discover appropriate invariants. This task is reasonably feasible for coarse-grained, abstract concurrent systems, but often becomes intractable for ne-grained, reasonably ecient implementations.
A standard technique is to deal rst with a coarse-grained version of the system to be veri ed, and then to attempt (in a more or less formal way) to adapt the conclusion to a ner-grained implementation of the system. This is called atomicity re nement. In this paper, we compare two frequently used techniques for atomicity re nement, from both theoretical and practical point of view.
The problem solved by these techniques is as follows. Some concurrent system has been proved correct with respect to some safety property. Some statement is replaced by an equivalent sequence of more elementary statements. Due to possible interference between processes, this atomicity re nement is not always correct. How can such a re nement be validated (or disproved) ? Let us consider a two-process S 1 or S 2 . Let us call B the assertion which holds in all states but those \between" some execution of T 0 and the corresponding execution of T 00 . It is clear that J still holds in relevant states (those satisfying B), that is, that B ) J remains true throughout the computation. Now, let us consider the general case where some execution(s) of S 1 and S 2 take(s) place between an execution of T 0 and an execution of T 00 , for instance S 1 ; T 1 ; T 0 ; S 2 ; T 00 ; T 1 ; S 1 ; T 0 ; S 2 ; S 1 ; T 00 ; : : : It is not always the case that B ) J remains true throughout the computation.
The trace reduction method guarantees that B ) J remains a safety property, provided that T 0 is a right-mover, i.e., the following holds : if (T 0 ; S 1 ) can lead from some state to some state , then (S 1 ; T 0 ) can also lead from to , and the same with S 1 replaced by S 2 . (Instead of requiring T 0 to be a right-mover, we can require T 00 to be a left-mover.) This method is of easy application and has led to successful non-trivial designs; it is especially useful to convert centralized concurrent systems into distributed ones. The drawback is that the method is not complete; some correct atomicity re nements cannot be validated that way.
The invariant adaptation method consists in nding some invariant I 0 of S 0 which reduces to I in every relevant state. This method is complete in the following sense : if J is a safety property of S that remains true in all relevant states of S 0 , then adequate invariants I and I 0 exist. The knowledge of I is a big help for the construction of the adapted invariant I 0 , but this construction often turns to be a complicated task nevertheless.
A usual policy for validating atomicity re nements is therefore to try the trace reduction method rst, and, only in case of failure, to try the invariant adaptation method. The purpose of this paper is to show that success cases for the reduction method always are elementary cases for the invariant adaptation method, whereas some elementary cases for the invariant adaptation method are still failure cases for the reduction method. As a result, it might be better to use only the invariant adaptation method, especially for computer-aided design/veri cation.
The paper goes on as follows. An abstract framework for atomicity re nement is introduced in Section 2, where the trace reduction method is presented as a special case of the invariant adaptation method. Both methods are compared in a more general way in Section 3, where success cases for the trace reduction method are proved to correspond to cases of easy invariant adaptation. Section 4 shows that a failure case for the reduction method can turn to be an easy case for the invariant adaptation method. Section 5 is a conclusion and mentions related works.
Relational notation
Let R and S be binary relations on a non-empty set ?, and let 2 ? and A ?.
The following notation is used in the sequel. However, it is always possible, at least theoretically, to include all the preceding states in any state of the computation, so the restriction is not essential : any information about a computation pre x ( 0; : : : ; n) can be retrieved from the state n. In practice, special auxiliary variables, called history variables, are used for that purpose.
The following classical result (an early reference is 9]) asserts the completeness of the invariant method and states the connection between invariants and safety properties.
Theorem. The system (?; fRg) satis es the safety property J for the initial condition A if and only if an invariant I exists such that j = (A ) I)^(I ) J)]. Sketch of proof. The strongest possible choice for I is sin A; R], i.e., the set of states that can be accessed from A (in nitely many computation steps). This predicate represents the set of R -successors of all states satisfying A; it is an invariant, so J is a safety property if and only if j = (sin A; R] ) J). 2
Comment. Invariant are inductive safety properties, which can be proved by an induction argument. The standard technique for proving a (non-inductive) safety property is to construct a stronger, inductive one (i.e., an invariant). A similar situation frequently occurs in number theory. If some property P(n) of natural numbers cannot be proved by induction, it is sometimes possible to discover a stronger property Q(n) that can be proved by induction. Invariants are also named stable properties, e.g. in 6], where the word \invariant" refers to a stable property satis ed in some speci ed set of initial states. Comments. We assume the existence of an atomicity re nement condition B. The simplest and most frequent case of atomicity re nement is the replacement of a transition (`0; S;`1) by (`0; S1; m) and (m;S2;`1), where S1; S2 is \sequentially equivalent" to S and where m is a new label. The natural choice for the re nement condition is B = def :at m (the control does not lie at control point m, between S1 and S2). However, we also require that
Old and New share the same state space ?, and therefore the same assertion language.
To ensure this, we assume that the new location predicate at m already existed in the old assertion language, even if no state satisfying it could be reached. Any assertion J about Old, in particular the initial condition and the invariant, will be (maybe implicitly) rewritten as J^:at m.
A New-trace is primary if every occurrence of S 1 is immediately followed by an occurrence of S 2 . For most practical purposes, primary New-traces can be assimilated to Old-traces. The idea underlying trace reduction theorems is that, provided some hypotheses are satis ed, every New-trace has an equivalent New-primary trace, so New itself is equivalent to Old. The problem is, the stronger the equivalence notion, the stronger the required hypotheses. As a result, several trace reduction theorems have been proposed, with more or less restrictive hypotheses and equivalence notions.
Theorems
The trace reduction method allows to assert that some properties of Old-computations are preserved in New-computations. Even with restricting to safety properties, one cannot hope that all of them are preserved. For instance, with the notation of x 2.3, the re nement condition B is an (Old,A)-safety property (and also an Old-invariant) but fIg S fIg both hold, I is an Old-invariant. We now assume that I is an Old-invariant. In order to prove that is a Newinvariant, we check separately the triples f g S 1 f g, f g S 2 f g and f g R f g. 1 If we use the trace reduction technique, we have to verify that the reduction hypothesis S 1 ; R R; S 1 holds. Theorem 2 asserts that a byproduct of this verication is the fact that = def (I _ sp I; S 1 ]) is a New-invariant. This fact alone is su cient to validate the re nement (last comment of x 2.3). So, instead of checking whether the reduction hypothesis holds, we can check whether is a New-invariant.
In fact, we can do a bit less, as indicated by the next theorem. Proof. Let Comment. Validity of triple 4 is a weaker condition than the reduction hypothesis (theorem 2); furthermore, its veri cation can be easier. Indeed, the reduction hypothesis holds if and only if the implication sp P; (S1; R)] ) sp P; (R; S1)] holds for each assertion P, whereas triple 4 can be rewritten in sp I; (S1; R)] ) sp I; S1];
i.e., an implication that must be true only for one speci c assertion.
The conclusion is, when the trace reduction technique applies, the invariant adaptation technique also applies, with no more veri cation work.
The general case of atomicity re nement
The trace reduction technique might fail to validate a correct atomicity re nement, since this technique takes all states into account, even unreachable ones. (A notion of context has been introduced in 2] to deal with this problem.)
However, the invariant method might be useful even when theorem 2 does not apply. To investigate this, we have the following general theorem, which can be seen as a completeness theorem for atomicity re nement. It states that an atomicity re nement is correct if and only if some formula is an invariant. Comment. Even when B ) I is a (New; I)-safety property, it is usually not inductive; it is therefore not a New-invariant, but only the logical consequence of some New-invariant.
Comment. If S1;R R;S1, then formula reduces to = def (I _ sp I;S1]).
Proof of theorem 4. If B ) I is a (New; I)-safety property, then any reachable relevant state satis es I. Let be a reachable transient state; there exist n 0 and a traced computation pre x C = def ( 0 ; S 1 ; 1 ; R; : : :; i ; R; : : :; R; n+1 ) such that 0 j = I and n+1 = . As a result, j = sp I; (S 1 ; R n )] and therefore j = . Any reachable state satis es and, clearly, any state satisfying is reachable; so is the set of reachable states, and therefore an invariant. Conversely, if is an invariant, it is also the set of reachable states, so all relevant reachable states satisfy ^B, that reduces to I. 2 Theorem 4 can be the basis of a complete technique for validating atomicity re nements, but the problem is, computing sp I; (S 1 ; R )] is not easy in general.
We can now outline a more general comparison between trace reduction and invariant adaptation. Some notation is introduced rst.
T n = def sp I; (S 1 ; R n )] ; U n = def W i n T i :
The sequence (U n ) is monotonic (U n ) U n+1 holds for all n). An atomicity re nement is correct (theorem 4) if and only if I _ U is a New-invariant. A (correct) re nement is stationary if U reduces to U n for some n. The preceding theorems imply that the trace reduction method works only if U 0 = U ; even then, the notion of context introduced in 2] may be needed. The invariant-based technique is complete but, in practice, the computation of U is likely to be intractable, except when U reduces to U n for a small value of n. Three cases are of special interest : 1. U reduces to U 0 and the trace reduction method does work. 2. U reduces to U 0 and the trace reduction method does not work (except when contexts are used). 3. U 1 is weaker (i.e., greater) than U 0 , and U reduces to U 1 ; the trace reduction method does not work, but the invariant method remains tractable. Case 2 is brie y illustrated in paragraph 4, where an example of case 3 is also mentioned.
Computer-aided veri cation
Caveat 16] is a tool for invariant validation. It also supports atomicity re nement, in so far only sp-calculus is used to produce invariant candidates U 0 and U 1 . The practical bottleneck is that atomicity re nement induces quick size growing of the invariant, and therefore of the veri cation conditions. The general form of these conditions in caveat is (h 1 : : :h n ) ) c, and the validation module becomes very slow when n is big. A possible solution is to rank the hypotheses h 1 ; : : :; h n according to their relevance to the conclusion c. Typically, very few hypotheses are really relevant, and even an elementary ranking program can speed up the validation process. Preliminary results are reported in 17].
Applications
When some requirements are satis ed, it is possible to solve (approximately) a xpoint system of equations (e.g., on the domain of real numbers) like x = f(x; y) y = g(x; y)
in a concurrent way, using two processes X and Y and two boolean variables h x and h y , initialized to true 
The system terminates when both h x and h y are false; we would like that, on termination, both conditions e x = def (x ' f(x; y)) and e y = def (y ' g(x; y)) are satis ed.
In the coarser-grained version, there are only two transitions (and a single location for each process, say X 0 and Y 0 respectively). The transitions executed by process X are (X 0 ; (h x _ h y )^e x ?! h x := false ; X 0 ) ; (X 0 ; (h x _ h y )^:e x ?! (x; h x ; h y ) := (f(x; y); true; true) ; X 0 ) :
Comment. The relevant e ect of the statement x := f(x; y) is to assign unknown boolean values to both conditions ex and ey.
An appropriate invariant of this coarse-grained version is (h x _ e x )^(h y _ e y ). This formula is true initially (since h x and h y are both true) and respected by all transitions (h x and h y become false only when e x and e y are true, respectively, and every time x or y is touched, both variables h x and h y become true again). On termination, the invariant reduces to e x^ey .
As a rst atomicity re nement, we split the \else" part of process X, i.e., we replace which further results in at X 1^a t Y 0^hx^( e y _ h y ) : As T 1 is stronger then T 0 , there is no need to compute further terms; W T n reduces to T 0 . An acceptable invariant is now I 1 = def (I 0 _ T 0 ), which can be simpli ed into (h x _ e x )^(h y _ e y )] _ (at X 1^hx ) : This is an instance of case 2, since U reduces to U 0 Symmetrically, if the \else" part of of process Y is split, then the invariant is adapted into (h x _ e x )^(h y _ e y )] _ (at X 1^hx ) _ (at Y 1^hy ) :
A generalized version of algorithm (2) exists, which involves n processes and allows the distributed solution of n-equation systems. However, the validation of atomicity re nements becomes more complicated, and involves several instances of case 3 (see 14] for details).
Comment. It should be emphasized that, for speci c concurrent systems, easier validity proofs can be found for atomicity re nements. This paper is concerned only with the systematic techniques, applying to a broad class of concurrent systems.
Conclusion and related work
Two widely used methods for the validation of atomicity re nements have been compared. It is known for a long time that the invariant adaptation method is complete whereas the trace reduction method is not, but also assumed that, in some cases, the trace reduction method is easier to use. This assumption turns to be false and, as far as safety properties are concerned, the invariant-based method has denite advantages. Especially, many re nements encountered in classical examples are correct but outside the scope of the trace reduction techniques. Note, however, that the trace reduction method might still be useful to prove properties like termination and freeness of individual starvation; besides, other reduction methods (relying not only on traces) have been proposed.
The trace reduction technique has been successfully used especially in the area of (deterministic) parallel programming 2, 4]. The invariant adaptation technique is used e.g. in 10, 20] ; a systematic presentation is 15]. Incremental construction of invariants, using approximation sequences like (U n ), originates from 8, 7, 29] . Systematic approaches are 21] and 14].
Our main goal in this paper was to validate the decision made in Caveat, where the trace reduction method is not implemented (we plan to rely on invariant adaptation only). The program notation used in Caveat and in this paper is classical and allows for a convenient version of the reduction theorem and related results. From the theoretical point of view, however, these problems are better investigated at a more abstract, purely semantical level. An adequate framework for doing this is Lamport's TLA (Temporal Logic of Actions). In this formalism, both statements and assertions are represented as logical formulas; this leads to elegant and general formulations of results which, like the reduction theorem and other re nement theorems, involve more than one version of a program 22]. (TLA is also appropriate for more practical problems, especially in program speci cation; see 22, 25 ] for more details.) As pointed out by reviewers, the construction of the invariant of the re ned version of a concurrent system in terms of the invariant of the reduced version can also be achieved in TLA, at a purely semantic level, as reported in an unpublished working paper 24]. The form given in the present paper (theorem 2) relies only on the elementary predicate transformer sp, and not on the higher-level predicate transformers win and sin used in 24], which cannot be implemented easily as such.
